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KF SERIES

KF SERIES
Light, small and loud. The KF line arrays bring next-level fidelity and control
to traditional mechanically-articulated array formats. Big performance from
fewer, more compact arrays and precision audience focusing deliver true
flexibility.

KF730
The KF730 line array system is optimized for a wide
range of touring and installation applications. With
its exceptional output to size ratio, KF730 is the ideal
solution for those applications where high output
potential and unmatched sound quality is required
in a lightweight compact package including touring
sound, corporate A/V, sports arenas, houses of worship,
performing arts centers, hotel ballrooms and live clubs.

KF730P
The KF730 line array system is optimized for a wide
range of touring and installation applications. With
its exceptional output to size ratio, KF730 is the ideal
solution for those applications where high output
potential and unmatched sound quality is required
in a lightweight compact package including touring
sound, corporate A/V, sports arenas, houses of worship,
performing arts centers, hotel ballrooms and live clubs.

KF737
The KF737 line array system is optimized for a wide
range of touring and installation applications. With
its exceptional output to size ratio, KF737 is the ideal
solution for those applications where high output
potential and unmatched sound quality is required
in a lightweight compact package including touring
sound, corporate A/V, sports arenas, houses of worship,
performing arts centers, hotel ballrooms and live clubs.

CODE
Availability:

€ 4,819.00
MSRP

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 3,715.00
MSRP

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 4,979.00
MSRP

--
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KF737P
The KF737 line array system is optimized for a wide
range of touring and installation applications. With
its exceptional output to size ratio, KF737 is the ideal
solution for those applications where high output
potential and unmatched sound quality is required
in a lightweight compact package including touring
sound, corporate A/V, sports arenas, houses of worship,
performing arts centers, hotel ballrooms and live clubs.

KF740
The KF740 line array system is optimized for the widest
possible range of touring and installation applications.
With output capabilities resembling the much larger
KF760 and a footprint and weight similar to the KF730,
the KF740 is the ideal solution for a wide variety of
applications.

KF SERIES

CODE
Availability:

€ 4,039.00
MSRP

CODE
Availability:

€ 6,315.00
MSRP

KF740P
The KF740 line array system is optimized for the widest
possible range of touring and installation applications.
With output capabilities resembling the much larger
KF760 and a footprint and weight similar to the KF730,
the KF740 is the ideal solution for a wide variety of
applications.

KF720 delivers the three-way design, power and fidelity
of the KF Series line array systems in an ultra-compact
enclosure weighing less than 44 lbs. (19.8 kg). The
exceptional output capability in a small, lightweight
package allows KF720 to fill a range of application
requirements from small theaters and houses of
worship to live concerts and corporate events.

Availability:

€ 4,959.00

The newest additions to the legendary KF Series of
premium 3-way loudspeakers pack even more capability
and application flexibility into an ultra-compact package.
The integration of premium neodymium components,
a co-axial mid/high frequency component and worldrenowned crossover design into an adaptable enclosure
offers unprecedented utility. They natively offer both
portable features and M10 installation points.

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 2,449.00
MSRP

KF364

--

CODE

MSRP

KF720

--

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 2,679.00
MSRP

--
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KF394
The newest additions to the legendary KF Series of
premium 3-way loudspeakers pack even more capability
and application flexibility into an ultra-compact package.
The integration of premium neodymium components,
a co-axial mid/high frequency component and worldrenowned crossover design into an adaptable enclosure
offers unprecedented utility. They natively offer both
portable features and M10 installation points.

KF364-WP
The newest additions to the legendary KF Series of
premium 3-way loudspeakers pack even more capability
and application flexibility into an ultra-compact package.
The integration of premium neodymium components,
a co-axial mid/high frequency component and worldrenowned crossover design into an adaptable enclosure
offers unprecedented utility. They natively offer both
portable features and M10 installation points.

KF394-WP
The newest additions to the legendary KF Series of
premium 3-way loudspeakers pack even more capability
and application flexibility into an ultra-compact package.
The integration of premium neodymium components,
a co-axial mid/high frequency component and worldrenowned crossover design into an adaptable enclosure
offers unprecedented utility. They natively offer both
portable features and M10 installation points.

KF810P|80
The KF810 line array system offers best-in-class output,
true broadband pattern control, and integrated 3-way
performance, hallmarks of the legendary KF series. The
KF810P incorporates specific design features tailored
for the installation market: clean aesthetics offered in
black or white, invisible wiring, and concealed 3-point
rigging. A weather rated option allows for long term
permanent installation in demanding environments
backed by EAW’s full warranty.

KF810P|110
The KF810 line array system offers best-in-class output,
true broadband pattern control, and integrated 3-way
performance, hallmarks of the legendary KF series. The
KF810P incorporates specific design features tailored
for the installation market: clean aesthetics offered in
black or white, invisible wiring, and concealed 3-point
rigging. A weather rated option allows for long term
permanent installation in demanding environments
backed by EAW’s full warranty.

KF SERIES

CODE
Availability:

€ 2,679.00
MSRP

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 3,409.00
MSRP

--

CODE
Availability:

-MSRP

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 4,315.00
MSRP

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 4,315.00
MSRP

--
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KF SERIES

KF810P|80 WHITE

CODE

The KF810 line array system offers best-in-class output,
true broadband pattern control, and integrated 3-way
performance, hallmarks of the legendary KF series. The
KF810P incorporates specific design features tailored
for the installation market: clean aesthetics offered in
black or white, invisible wiring, and concealed 3-point
rigging. A weather rated option allows for long term
permanent installation in demanding environments
backed by EAW’s full warranty.

Availability:

€ 4,315.00

KF810P|110 WHITE

CODE

The KF810 line array system offers best-in-class output,
true broadband pattern control, and integrated 3-way
performance, hallmarks of the legendary KF series. The
KF810P incorporates specific design features tailored
for the installation market: clean aesthetics offered in
black or white, invisible wiring, and concealed 3-point
rigging. A weather rated option allows for long term
permanent installation in demanding environments
backed by EAW’s full warranty.

EAW FLYBAR KF(SB)730(7) [FB173]

EAW FLYBAR KF(SB)730(7) [FB173]

CODE

€ 1,595.00
MSRP

EAW FLYBAR NTL720 [FB172]

€ 1,859.00

CODE

€ 2,529.00
MSRP

CODE

€ 505.00
MSRP

CODE

€ 1,565.00
MSRP

--

FB174 FLYBAR

CODE

€ 2,575.00
MSRP

--

EAW ACC TRIPOD STAND MOUNT

EAW ACC TRIPOD STAND MOUNT

CODE

€ 119.00
MSRP

--

KF810P FLYBAR BLACK

EAW KF810P FLYBAR BLACK

CODE

€ 1,655.00
MSRP

--

KF810P ADAPTER BLACK
CODE

€ 1,655.00
MSRP

--

KF810P ADAPTER WHITE

EAW KF810P ADAPTER WHITE

EAW FLYBAR KF(SB)730(7)P [FB173P]
BLACK

--

KF810P FLYBAR WHITE

EAW KF810P FLYBAR WHITE

EAW FLYBAR KF(SB)730(7)P [FB173P]

--

EAW U-BRACKET ADJ S1 BLK [UBKT-S1]

EAW U-BRACKET ADJ S1 BLK
[UBKT-S1]

--

MSRP

--

EAW FLYBAR KF740P [FB174P]

EAW FLYBAR KF740P [FB174P]

€ 4,315.00

FB174 FLYBAR

CODE

MSRP

Availability:

--

EAW FLYBAR NTL720 [FB172]

--

MSRP

CODE

€ 1,635.00
MSRP

--

EAW KF810P ADAPTER BLACK

CODE

€ 1,635.00
MSRP

--
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Adaptive

Adaptive
Adaptive systems have the unique ability to assess and then perfectly match
the three dimensional performance requirements of any venue.

OTTO
Otto is the world’s first Adaptive™ subwoofer. Utilizing
two Offset Aperture-loaded woofers paired with
independent on-board amplification, processing and
networking, Otto extends Adaptive Performance™
to the lowest octaves of the audible spectrum. Otto
will perfectly balance low-frequency coverage with
cancellation to suit the user’s requirements; omni,
cardioid, hyper-cardioid or anywhere in between from
just a single module. Combined in arrays, Otto provides
users with nearly endless possibilities in low-frequency
pattern control.

ANNA
Anna™ is the newest introduction to EAW’s flagship
line of Adaptive™ Systems, providing all the benefits
of Adaptive performance in a high-output midsized enclosure. Weighing just 135 lbs. (61 kg), the
extraordinary output-to-weight ratio makes Anna
exceptionally versatile, with applications ranging from
small clubs and houses of worship to large arenas and
touring productions. Anna’s 100° horizontal dispersion
further extends the capabilities of Adaptive Systems;
columns of Anna can be flown as mains or mixed with
columns of Anya™ within the same array for even
greater coverage possibilities. Like all Adaptive Systems,

ANYA V2
EAW Anya is a complete, self-contained, highpower sound reinforcement system that adapts all
performance parameters electronically, allowing it to
be used in virtually any application. Columns of Anya
modules hang straight, without any vertical splay, and
Resolution 2 software adapts total system performance
to produce asymmetrical output that delivers coherent,
full-frequency range response across the entire coverage
area as defined by the user. It is extremely powerful and
immensely scalable, making it suitable for anything
from small venues to the largest stadiums.

CODE

2044449-90
Availability:

MSRP NO

CODE

ONLINE

2045429-90
Availability:

MSRP NO

CODE

ONLINE

2048843-90
Availability:

MSRP NO

ONLINE
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FLYBAR ANYA [FB ANYA]
CODE

MSRP

COVER TRANSPORT ANYA 4 BOX [COVER
2041774

MSRP

CODE

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

MSRP

NO ONLINE

2046446

CODE

MSRP

NO ONLINE

ACC STEALTH KIT ANNA

2046532-90

2070174

CODE

NO ONLINE

MSRP

NO ONLINE

COVER TRANSPORT OTTO 3 BOX [COVER
2044450

2044448-90

NO ONLINE

2041779

NO ONLINE

2042596

NO ONLINE

2045319

NO ONLINE

2044434

CODE

NO ONLINE

ACC ADAPTER DISTRO ANYA BLACK
CODE

2046533

CODE

NO ONLINE

FLYBAR ANYA DISTRO [FB ANYA DISTRO]
CODE

FLYBAR ANNA [FB ANNA]

2048317

POWER_NETWORK DISTRO RACK 12
CODE

NO ONLINE

COVER TRANSPORT 4 BOX ANNA [CO-

CASTER PALLET OTTO BLACK [PLT OTTO
CODE

MSRP

NO ONLINE

FLYBAR OTTO [FB OTTO]
CODE

2070173

CODE

2070429

CASTER PALLET ANNA BLACK [PLT ANNA
CODE

NO ONLINE

ACC STEALTH KIT ANYA

NO ONLINE

ROAD CASE FBANNA BLACK
CODE

MSRP

2046221-90

FLYBAR ANNA LITE [FB ANNA LITE]

2041783-90

CODE

NO ONLINE

CASTER PALLET ANYA BLACK [PLT2ANYA]
CODE

Adaptive

MSRP

NO ONLINE

ACC STEALTH KIT OTTO
2070175

CODE

MSRP

NO ONLINE

POWER_NETWORK DISTRO RACK 12
2042545

CODE

MSRP

NO ONLINE

CASTER PALLET DISTRO 12 ANYA [PLT
2042482

CODE

MSRP

NO ONLINE

CBL POWER DISTRO 6 BOX 16’
CODE

MSRP

2045005

NO ONLINE

September 2021
CBL EXTENDER POWER DISTRO 6 BOX
CODE

MSRP

2045006

NO ONLINE

CBL NETWORK LONG DISTRO 6 BOX 28’
CODE

MSRP

2045008

NO ONLINE

ACC CBL EXTENDER NETWORK ADAPTICODE

MSRP

2047004

NO ONLINE

Adaptive
CBL NETWORK SHORT DISTRO 6 BOX 16’
CODE

MSRP

2045007

NO ONLINE

CBL EXTENDER NETWORK DISTRO 6 BOX
CODE

MSRP

2045009

NO ONLINE

ACC CBL EXTENDER POWER ADAPTIVE 6
CODE

MSRP

2047006

NO ONLINE
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RS SERIES

RS SERIES
Our new RS Series is a family of 2-ways and subwoofers that utilise leading-edge touring-grade transducers and EAW Core Technology to produce
unmatched fidelity and accuracy. The loud speakers benefit from EAW Focussing™, advanced digital signal processing that perfects the impulse response
of a loudspeaker in the time domain. This eliminates horn “honk” and splashiness, giving the loudspeaker the quality of studio monitor sound instead
of a “PA” speaker.

RS121 115V BLACK

CODE

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

Availability:

€ 655.00
MSRP

RS151 115V BLACK

CODE

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

Availability:

€ 745.00
MSRP

RS151 230V BLACK
The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

--

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 745.00
MSRP

--
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RS121 230V BLACK

RS SERIES

CODE

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

Availability:

€ 655.00
MSRP

RS123 230V BLACK

CODE

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

Availability:

€ 889.00
MSRP

RS123 115V BLACK

Availability:

€ 889.00
MSRP

Availability:

€ 979.00
MSRP

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

--

CODE

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

RS153 230V BLACK

--

CODE

The RS Series delivers EAW signature performance in
a portable and lightweight wooden enclosure. Each
enclosure in the series is first designed around the
latest breed of touring grade HF and LF transducers. The
intelligent features of the series include EAW Focusing
which provides unmatched musical clarity and tonal
accuracy.

RS153 115V BLACK

--

--

CODE
Availability:

€ 979.00
MSRP

--
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RS SERIES

RS115 115V BLACK

CODE

Premium transducers and signature EAW DynO™
dynamic optimization processing. 1500 or 2500 watts
of Class-D Power Factor Corrected amplification

Availability:

€ 769.00
--

MSRP

RS115 230V BLACK

CODE

Premium transducers and signature EAW DynO™
dynamic optimization processing. 1500 or 2500 watts
of Class-D Power Factor Corrected amplification

Availability:

€ 769.00
--

MSRP

RS118 115V BLACK

CODE

Premium transducers and signature EAW DynO™
dynamic optimization processing. 1500 or 2500 watts
of Class-D Power Factor Corrected amplification

Availability:

€ 949.00
--

MSRP

RS118 230V BLACK

CODE

Premium transducers and signature EAW DynO™
dynamic optimization processing. 1500 or 2500 watts
of Class-D Power Factor Corrected amplification

Availability:

€ 949.00
--

MSRP
COVER TRANSPORT RS12X

COVER TRANSPORT RS15X

CODE

CODE

€ 39.00
MSRP

--

COVER TRANSPORT RS115

€ 19.00
MSRP

COVER TRANSPORT RS118

CODE

CODE

€ 125.00
MSRP

--

--

€ 229.00
MSRP

--
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ACC CASTER KIT BLUE400

RS SERIES
ACC TRIPOD STAND MOUNT

CODE

CODE

€ 55.00
MSRP

--

€ 55.00
MSRP

--

